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ABSTRACT 
DYNAMIC RESPONSES OF A 20-TON CAPACITY FEED BUOY 
IN AN OPEN OCEAN ENVIROMENT 
by 
Jonathan F. Horton 
University of New Hampshire, September, 2008 
The 20-ton capacity feed buoy in operation at the Atlantic Marine Aquaculture 
Center's offshore demonstration site continues to serve as a leading model for marine 
aquaculture in the energetic ocean environment. Previous modeling and analysis proved 
survivability of the feed buoy in harsh storm driven seas, however, a field study was not 
performed at, or after, the time of deployment. This field program was conducted to find 
the dynamic responses of the buoy due to environmental forcing. Analysis of fair weather 
data shows small feed buoy responses in heave, surge, and pitch toward lower frequency 
waves commonly associated with storm events in the Gulf of Maine. Additionally, the 
study illustrated that higher frequency waves, which do not present any danger to the feed 
buoy or mooring, will excite the system. In general, feed buoy behavior is consistent with 





Aquaculture is generally defined as the breeding, nurturing, and cultivation of sea 
products, such as finfish, algae, shellfish, or other marine organisms. Aquaculture is 
presently the fastest growing form of food production in the world and is becoming a 
significant source of food for many countries, including the United States. One area of 
aquaculture that is starting to get more attention and investigation is marine aquaculture. 
The marine aquaculture industry in the United States is relatively small when compared 
to overall United States and global aquaculture production. According to the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), world aquaculture production is 
about $70 billion annually, with roughly $1 billion belonging to the United States. Only 
about 20% of aquaculture in the United States deals with the production of marine 
species. Molluscan shellfish is about two-thirds of the marine aquaculture production in 
the United States; the remaining one third of total production consists of salmon (roughly 
25%), shrimp (roughly 10%), and other species (NOAA, 2008). Present production of 
these marine species takes place mainly on land in tanks, in ponds, and in coastal waters 
under state jurisdiction. However, because of recent advances in offshore aquaculture 
technology, there has been a commercial drive to extend marine aquaculture operations to 
more exposed, energetic open ocean locations. With the present push to increase 
commercial marine aquaculture production in the offshore areas of the United States, 
there come unforeseen issues and barriers. Some major barriers dealing with marine 
aquaculture are: (1) finding suitable sites in coastal and offshore areas, (2) clarifying 
regulatory and environmental requirements, (3) developing hatchery operations to 
provide fish for production systems, and (4) developing technologies and management 
practices for various ecosystems (NOAA, 2008). Developing technologies for marine 
aquaculture are of particular interest, because the engineered technology must be 
economically viable and meet certain design criteria for the energetic ocean environment. 
To address these issues and barriers, the Open Ocean Aquaculture (OOA) Project 
was established in 1997, as a partnership between the University of New Hampshire 
(UNH) and NOAA. The project was created to provide research and development 
necessary to stimulate an environmentally sustainable offshore aquaculture industry in 
New England and the United States. This project has since evolved into the University of 
New Hampshire's Atlantic Marine Aquaculture Center (AMAC), where it works closely 
with commercial fishermen, coastal communities, private industry, and fellow marine 
research scientists to develop technology and knowledge to raise native, cold-water 
finfish and shellfish in exposed oceanic environments (AMAC, 2007). The center also 
has design projects and continuing research being conducted in various areas of offshore 
aquaculture. 
The finfish aquaculture feed buoy is one such project being operated at AMAC's 
offshore demonstration site (seen in figure 1.1), which located south of the Isles of Shoals 
and approximately 12 km from the New Hampshire coast. This buoy as shown in figures 
1.2 and 1.3, dubbed the "Aquamanna", was deployed at the site in the summer of 2007 
after years of design and construction (Turmelle, 2007). The buoy is a remotely operable, 
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80-ton, automated fish feeding buoy that can hold up to 20 tons of food, and can feed 
four submerged net-pen fish cages at a time (layout shown in figure 1.4). It is currently 
used to feed crops of Atlantic cod (roughly 50,000 in a 3,000 m3 Sea Station cage), but 
has been used to feed other species in the past, such as winter flounder and halibut 
(AMAC, 2007). As the buoy continues to serve as a platform for experimentation in 
offshore marine aquaculture, it endures tremendous environmental forcing due to 
frequent storm weather common to the Gulf of Maine in the winter and spring months. A 
study, including the implementation of model tests, was conducted during the design 
phase before deployment to address these environmental forcing concerns and to ensure 
buoy survival at the demonstration site. 
Canada 
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Figure 1.1: Location of the Atlantic Marine Aquaculture Center's offshore 
demonstration site off the coast of New Hampshire and south of the Isles of Shoals, 
USA (Turmelle, 2007). 
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Figure 1.2: A picture of the 20-ton capacity feed buoy at the AMAC demonstration 
















Figure 1.3: Cross-section of 20-ton capacity buoy showing major buoy sections and 
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Figure 1.4: General layout of the AMAC's submerged grid system (as deployed) 
with the current design of the 20-ton feed buoy mooring at the offshore 
demonstration site (Turmelle, 2007). 
ii. Previous Work 
The comprehensive study of the 20-ton capacity feed buoy is described in 
Turmelle (2007). The thesis included the design, analysis, and construction of the buoy 
before its launch in the summer of 2007. More specifically, the thesis covered the topics 
of: buoy design criteria, construction, feed transfer system design, mooring system 
design, and both physical and numerical modeling. Hydrostatic analyses was conducted 
and included loading conditions for designing the buoy to withstand the harsh 
environmental conditions (e.g., large wave forcing from storm events) expected at the 
demonstration site in the south west corner of the Gulf of Maine. Loading conditions 
consisted of load (buoy full of fuel and feed), light (no feed or fuel in buoy), and ice (on 
the exterior surface of the buoy) conditions. The thesis concluded that all testing 
conditions resulted in a positive metacentric height value, which indicated an acceptable, 
initial stability of the buoy (Turmelle, 2007). 
To investigate the buoy's dynamic response in an open ocean environment the 
study included physical scale model and numerical model testing with regular sinusoidal, 
monochromatic waves. The physical scale model test incorporated the construction of a 
scale model of the buoy that was used in free-release and regular wave testing. The free 
release testing was conducted to determine the heave and pitch natural frequencies of the 
buoy; which provided insight into the buoy's motion in response to a variety of sea states 
as well as the overall stability of the buoy (Turmelle, 2007). The numerical model was 
generated using software package Marc.Mentat and was subjected to the same testing 
parameters of the physical scale model using Aqua-FE. The finite element modeling with 
Aqua-FE was consistent with the methods described in Tsukrov et al. (2003). Data from 
both tests were presented in the form of heave, surge, and pitch response amplitude 
operator (RAO) plots. With the exception of the surge RAO plots from both modeling 
methods, the curve shapes for the other RAO plot results were similar to each other; 
which meant that data obtained from using the numerical and physical models 
corroborated one another (Turmelle, 2007). Through both sets of testing, the study 
concluded that the buoy would be a wave follower with respect to vertical motion for 
large, long period waves that occur during severe weather storms. It also showed a heave 
resonance of the system at higher frequencies associated with small, fair-weather waves. 
It was predicted that the buoy would not have severe reactions (e.g., enough feed buoy 
response to put the deck under water or break away from the mooring lines) in response 
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to storm waves commonly observed at the buoy's location in the demonstration site 
(Turmelle, 2007). 
iii. Problem Definition 
The previous work done by Turmelle (2007) ensured feed buoy survivability in 
the open ocean by showing that the feed buoy would not be excited enough by large 
storm waves to put the deck under water. Because of this work, there was an opportunity 
to expand on earlier studies by incorporating a field program to collect environmental 
forcing and feed buoy system response data; which could be used for comparison to the 
physical and numerically modeled data. Assuming a linear system, the regular 
(sinusoidal, monochromatic) wave, physical scale and numerical modeling tests provided 
a sound engineering basis on how the buoy would respond in the open ocean (random 
sea) environment. A field program, however, would take this study a step further by 
showing actual feed buoy behavior at the demonstration site. It is also important to note 
that the feed buoy mooring system and components were simplified in the physical scale 
modeling in the UNH tow/wave tank. Because of this difference, a direct comparison to 
the modeled data cannot be made with a field program; however, having observational 
data to compare with trends presented in the modeled data would show if the feed buoy 
system is behaving as predicted. Overall, a field program would investigate feed buoy 
behavior in greater detail and provide researchers with the dynamic responses of the feed 
buoy system due to environmental forcing at the site. 
Another minor and related problem with the feed buoy is its tendency to loose 
communication during storms with large waves. This problem is believed to stem from 
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the vertical rod communications antenna mounted on top of the feed buoy. This antenna 
was chosen for its strong radiation, or beam pattern, in the horizontal direction; however, 
the antenna has a beam pattern of plus and minus 30 degrees from the horizontal 
direction, so if the buoy rolls or pitches this amount, communication may be lost. If the 
roll or pitch of the buoy is less than 20 degrees, the antenna should work within 
parameters. Studying the roll or pitch response of the buoy to wave data may provide 
answers to which sea states will cause this communication problem. 
iv. Goals and Objectives 
The objectives of this research were to: 
• Design and conduct a field program to collect environmental forcing (wave) and 
feed buoy system response data at the demonstration site. 
• Design routines to process and interpret the collected observational data. 
• Evaluate and explain the dynamic responses of feed buoy system. 
v. Approach 
To meet the goals and objectives of this study a method of approach was 
developed to find the feed buoy system responses to waves by deploying instrumentation 
at the demonstration site. The first step was the calibration and deployment of the 
environmental monitoring mooring (which is less formally called the "wave rider buoy") 
to the southwest corner of the site. The wave rider buoy measured various environmental 
properties in the open ocean; however, for this study it measured the environmental 
forcing at the site by recording its own acceleration in the x-, y-, and z- directions (Irish 
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et al., 2001). The accelerations in the z-direction were processed into buoy heaves, which 
is the estimation of sea surface elevations at the site due to waves during the time of 
recording. At the same time, a motion package was mounted near the center of gravity 
inside the feed buoy, which was located in the northeast corner of the demonstration site, 
roughly 400 meters away from the wave rider buoy. The motion package, which was 
developed at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), consists of various 
electronics, hardware, and a Systran Donner 6-axis motion sensor as the main sensing 
element (Irish et al., 2001). The sensing element measures the acceleration in the x-, y-, 
and z-directions and the rate of rotation around the three axes. These data were processed 
into the heave, surge, and pitch responses (shown in figure 1.5) of the feed buoy system. 
HEAVE SURGE PITCH 
Figure 1.5: Diagram of the heave, surge, and pitch responses of the feed buoy. Heave 
is the linear vertical motion (z-axis), surge is the linear longitudinal motion (x-axis), 
and pitch is when the feed buoy rotates about the transverse (y-) axis. 
Since lower frequency waves would have affect on the large feed buoy, data from 
both the motion package and wave rider buoy were collected over a month and a half 
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period starting in the spring of 2008. This large collection period provided a long enough 
duration to hopefully collect data from storm events (i.e., large wave forcing) that are 
common to the Gulf of Maine in the late winter and early spring time months. Once the 
observational data were collected, the motion package and wave rider buoy would be 
retrieved from the site and their corresponding data processed using MATLAB®. Wave 
rider data was processed into wave forcing spectra and the motion package data into 
heave, surge, and pitch response spectra. These spectra were used to calculate and plot 
the response amplitude operators (RAOs) for the feed buoy system. These results, the 
dynamic responses of the feed buoy system, were compared to the previous work by 
Turmelle (2007) as an attempt to substantiate the physical scale and numerical modeling. 
The resulting pitch, or roll, RAO data were examined further to determine which sea 




MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND AND DATA ANALYSIS THEORY 
i. Acceleration Theory 
Acceleration is simply the rate at which an object's velocity changes with time. 
This quantity is expressed in units of length per time squared. Commonly, and throughout 
this thesis, it is expressed as units of meters per second squared or m/s2 . For motion 
along any axis, the average acceleration (a) over a time interval of At is 
- = v i - 2 1 = A V 5 ( 2 1 ) 
t2 - tx At 
where the object initially had a velocity v; at time tn and then a velocity vj at k- The 
instantaneous acceleration (a), which is simply just referred to as acceleration, can be 
found by taking the derivate of the velocity with respect to time: 
a = a(t) = — . (2.2) 
dt 
Since the acceleration of an object is time dependent, calculus methods can be 
used for motion analysis. The relationships between position, velocity, and acceleration 
can be expressed in terms of derivatives or integrals. Acceleration can be found from 
position (x) by using the formula 
dv d2x 
dt dt 
where the acceleration of an object at any instant is the second derivative of its position 
x(t) with respect to time. 
Inversely, the position of an object can be found by integrating the acceleration 
twice with respect to time (Halliday et al., 2001). Many ocean observation devices and 
systems take advantage of these relationships. As in this study, both the wave rider buoy 
and feed buoy motion package used accelerometers to measure the acceleration in the x-, 
y-, and z- directions. From these recorded acceleration data, position (i.e., displacement) 
were computed through integration. 
ii. Frequency Domain Analysis 
Some of the fiercest and dominating forces on structures in the open oceans are 
the waves. Wave forces on offshore structures and systems are more complex due to their 
stochastic nature. Since it is difficult to obtain explicit mathematical expressions for these 
types of time series, a statistical approach is taken in this study to investigate the field 
results. Here the analysis is performed in the frequency domain using an assumed linear 
stochastic systems model. From this approach, relationships called linear transfer 
functions were developed between the system response and forcing mechanisms. This 
section, and the following, is organized in a similar manor used by Fredriksson (2001) 
and Fredriksson et al. (2003) to analyze the dynamics of a central spar fish cage and 
mooring system. In similar style, this theory is developed with continuous, infinite 
functions; however, the actual measured data was discrete and finite. Because of this, 
discrete versions of the formulas are used in computation. This includes using the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) method on the actual measured data. 
Typically, the auto-spectral density function is used to investigate system 
characteristics in the frequency domain (Ochi, 1998). This is developed from using the 
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auto-correlation function RXX(T), which is expressed as the ensemble average of the 
product of two time series measurements, x(t), of the same time record shifted by a time 
step of x, 
Rxx(t) = E[x(t)-x(t + t)]. (2.4) 
These stochastic processes can also be described by different properties. If a process is 
stationary, then its joint probability distribution does not change when the origin of the 
time scale is shifted in time. If a process is ergodic, then all the statistics associated with 
the ensemble can be obtained from a single time series. If the stochastic process is both 
stationary and ergodic, the random process will not change its statistical properties with 
time, and the ensemble averages are equivalent to the time averages. With this, the auto-
correlation can be evaluated by time averaging over the record length (I) according to 
1 % Rrr(r) = lim— f x(t)-x(t + t)-dt. (2.5) 
Ocean wave forcing and the system response are considered weak stationary and 
ergodic processes, this formula for the auto-correlation function can be used on wave 
records (Ochi, 1998). Since analysis of the data is to be done in the frequency domain, 
the continuous Fourier transform expressions are used to move the data between the time 
and frequency domains. Following similar notation from Oppenheim et al. (1997) and 
Ochi (1998), these expressions are defined as 
X(a>)= ^x(t)-e"i0H -dt (2.6) 
and 
x(t)=— \x(a>)-ei0}' -dt. (2.7) 
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Noting that 
a> = 27c-f, 
where/is the frequency in Hertz. By taking the continuous Fourier transform of equation 
(2.5) with equation (2.6), a double sided, auto-spectral density function, SDS (co), can be 
obtained such that 
SM(a>) = ~J*„(T)-c-*"-<fr. (2.8) 
This double sided auto-spectral density function is continuous for all frequencies between 
plus and minus infinity (+°°) (Ochi, 1998). However, in practice and utilized by 
Fredriksson et al. (2003), a spectrum is usually represented between zero and positive 
infinity (oo) so that a one sided auto-spectral density function is used, where 
S(a>) = 2 • SDS (co) for 0 < co < °°. (2.9) 
iii. Linear Transfer Functions 
Assuming a linear, time invariant system (also known as a LTI system), the 
relationship between the environmental forcing from waves, x(t), and the output response 
of the feed buoy, y(t), can be represented by an impulse response function h(r). The 
relationship between input and output is described in the following expression: 
y(t)=jh(T)-x(t-T)-dT, (2.10) 
o 
where h(r) = 0for r < 0 . Time averaging the product of y(t)-y(t + r) yields the 
following input and output auto-correlation relationship: 
Ryy(T)=jjh(a)-h(fi)-R:a(t + fi-a)-da-dJ3 , (2.11) 
0 0 
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where a and (3 are separate time shift variables (Bendat and Peirsol, 2000). Taking the 
Fourier transform of equation (2.11), while applying the relationship described in 
equation (2.9), the linear transfer function relationship is obtained: 
Sy(co) = \H(co)\2-Sx(co), (2.11) 
where the linear transfer function is defined as the Fourier transform of h(t), 
H{co) = —\h{T)-e-}a"dt. (2.12) 
2K i 
H(a>)is the frequency response function, which is a Fourier transform pair with 
the impulse response function. Only the gain portion (which is frequency dependent) of 
the linear transfer function in equation (2.11) is maintained, which reduces the 
complexity of the relationship between input forcing and output response. Also, the phase 
term associated with linear transfer function (equation 2.12) was not used in the study, 
only the magnitudes. 
iv. Wave Theory 
Wave characteristics in this study were derived using linear Airy wave theory as 
described by Dean and Dalrymple (1991). This theory is most accurate for low amplitude 
waves in deep water (i.e., when the depth of the water is much greater than the 
wavelength of waves) and is not mathematically intensive. This is the most practical 
theory to use because the feed buoy is situated in water roughly 52 meters deep, and the 
wave heights and lengths typically observed at the area are small compared to depth. It 
also keeps the mathematical computation and processing from becoming too intense and 
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complex. Using Airy wave theory, wave characteristics are described by the velocity 
potential ((j)) 
g cosh(fc(/j + z)) . ,, „ ,. „ ,„ ..„x 0 = _ A _ £ — -sin(fcc-2tf-/-f), (2.13) 
2K-f cosh(&-/0 
Surface elevation (77) 
T] = A-cos{k-x-27C-f-t), (2.14) 
And dispersion relation 
(2;zr-/)2 = g-A:-tanh(fc-/0, (2.15) 
where A is the wave amplitude (half the wave height), / is the frequency, g is the 
gravitational constant (equal to 9.81 m/s2), L is the wavelength, k is the wave number 
(equal to 2K/L ), h is the water depth (approximated to a depth of 52 meters for this 
study), z is vertical position in the water column, and x is the horizontal position along the 
surface (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). Using a normal storm wave ( / = 9 seconds, 
andL = 126 meters) typical to the area, tanh(& -h) was computed to have a value of 0.99. 
Since tanh(fc • h) is nearly 1, the wave number (k) can be approximated by the formula: 
k = Q*JL. (2.16) 
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From these expressions, other wave characteristics such as wave excursion 
amplitude (0 and wave slope amplitude (6) can be derived. The wave excursion 
amplitude is defined as the horizontal semi-axis of the ellipse formed by the water 
particle at the surface. It is found by taking the partial derivative of equation (2.13), with 
respect to x, to acquire the horizontal velocity component and then integrating the result 
16 
with respect to time (t) (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). Finally, the oscillating term is 
dropped from the expression and it becomes: 
^
 = Acosh(^) ( 2 1 ? ) 
sinh(& • h) 
The wave slope amplitude is found in a similar way, where the partial derivative of 
equation (2.14) is taken with respect to x and the oscillating term is dropped (Dean and 
Dalrymple, 1991). The resulting expression for wave slope amplitude is: 
0 = kA. (2.18) 
v. Response Amplitude Operators 
In sea keeping, response amplitude operators (RAOs) are linear transfer function 
magnitudes used to determine the effect that a sea state has upon the motion of a ship or 
structure in the water. These RAOs are found by dividing the amplitude of the response 
by the amplitude of the forcing for each wave frequency; thus making the expressions 
frequency dependent. From equation (2.11), the general the relationship between forcing 
and response for a linear system becomes: 
Sr{co) = RA02Sf{co), (2.19) 
where Sr(a)) is the response spectrum, Sf(Q)) is the forcing spectrum, and the RAO is 
response amplitude operator magnitude. The heave, surge, and pitch RAOs are the results 
of interest in this study. The heave is the vertical motion of the structure, the surge is the 
horizontal motion of the structure in the direction of the waves, and the pitch is the 
rotation around the axis perpendicular to wave direction. The heave RAO is defined as 
the heave amplitude divided by wave elevation amplitude; the surge RAO is defined as 
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the surge amplitude divided by the wave excursion amplitude; and the pitch RAO is the 
pitch amplitude divided by the wave slope amplitude. 
This study measured data in random sea environment and processed it in the 
frequency domain, the RAOs were calculated as a function of frequency using the auto-
spectral method discussed earlier. The system forcing characteristics can be expressed in 
terms of energy density as the wave elevation auto-spectrum (SAco)), wave excursion 
auto-spectrum (S^a))), and wave slope auto-spectrum (Se(0))). The first two auto-
spectra are expressed in meters squared per Hertz or m2/Hz and the last auto-spectrum is 
expressed in radians squared per Hertz orrad2/Hz. The wave elevation auto-spectrum 
was calculated from the measured wave height time series recorded by the wave rider 
buoy. The wave excursion and wave slope auto-spectra were then calculated from the 
wave elevation auto-spectrum using the following expressions, 
Sf {(a) = 5, (ffl) • [tanh(fc • h)]~2 (2.20) 
and 
Se(Q)) = Sn{CQ)-k2, (2.20) 
respectively where wavenumber is a function of frequency according to the dispersion 
relation. Similarly, the auto-spectral motion response in heave (Sh (co)), surge (Ss (ca)), 
and pitch (S (o))) are calculated using discrete forms of equations (2.8) and (2.9). Again, 
these auto-spectra are expressed in meters squared per Hertz (m2/Hz ) or radians squared 
per Hertz (rad2/Hz). Based on the relationship between the forcing and response shown 
in equation (2.11), the auto-spectral techniques were used to find the linear transfer 












where Hh{co) is the heave transfer function, Hs(co) is the surge transfer function, and 
Hp(0)) is the pitch transfer function. 
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CHAPTER III 
FIELD PROGRAM AND DATA PROCESSING 
i. Overview 
The field measurement program in this study was comprised of two parts: data 
collection from a motion package mounted in the feed buoy, and data collection from the 
wave rider buoy deployed near the feed buoy at the demonstration site. The wave rider 
was used to collect wave forcing records, and the data collected from the motion package 
was used to measure the system response of feed buoy. Both of these systems were 
deployed to the demonstration site (with a water depth of roughly 52 meters) in the spring 
of 2008, from March 11th to April 31st. This time period was chosen because of the likely 
hood that storm events would occur and cause low-frequency, high-energy storm waves. 
In turn, these waves would provide large responses in the feed buoy system. Descriptions 
of the instruments parameters and setup, along with the data processing routines, will be 
discussed in the following sections. 
ii. Environmental Monitoring Mooring 
The environmental monitoring mooring, or wave rider buoy, was available at the 
Center for Ocean Engineering at UNH for this study to collect environmental forcing data 
by following the waves at the site (shown in figure 3.1). It was deployed in the morning 
of March 11, 2008 at a position of 42° 56.4574' North latitude and 70° 38.0819' West 
longitude in the south west portion of the demonstration site (about 400 meters away 
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from the feed buoy's northeast corner of the AMAC site). The wave rider buoy was taken 
to the site aboard the R/V Gulf Challenger, which is a 50-foot aluminum research vessel 
for the UNH Marine Program, and put into position by the crew. The position of buoy is 
roughly 3 kilometers south of the Isle of Shoals, and about 12 kilometers from the New 
Hampshire coastline. A telemetry link with the buoy was established on deployment to 
make sure the buoy was working and operating normally. 
For this study, the instruments on the buoy were set to burst sample at the 
beginning of every hour starting at 00:00:00 coordinated universal time (UTC). UTC is 
sometimes used interchangeably with Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), however, the main 
difference is that UTC is an atomic time and GMT is an astronomical time. Each burst 
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sampled heave (z-direction) acceleration of the buoy for a duration of 20 minutes at rate 
of 5 Hz. The accelerations (with a range of ±1.5 g) were measured by a Summit 
Instrument 3-axis accelerometer (model 34103A) installed on the electronics/signal 
conditioning board in the dry well of the buoy. The accelerometers themselves are force-
balance systems which consist of a highly magnetic mass hung from a bearing; which is 
in a null position and counterbalanced by a magnetic (torque) coil located at the axis of 
rotation of the mass (Muramatsu, 2000). In general, when acceleration is applied to the 
sensor, a force is exerted on the mass which attempts to move away from the null 
position. When the sensor detects motion, the coil current is increased by means of an 
amplifier or electronics to maintain the null position. The current through the coil is 
proportional to the acceleration of the sensor (Muramatsu, 2000). In the case of the 
Summit Instrument 3-axis accelerometer, the outputs are voltages and the output for each 
axis is directly proportional to the acceleration along that axis. Each record from the 
wave rider buoy consisted of 6,000 data points, and was stored internally on a flash card 
in the dry well of the buoy. Saving it internally also eliminated the need of transmitting 
and receiving the data, which usually experiences communication problems in stormy 
seas. A more detailed report on the workings of the environmental monitoring mooring 
can be found in Irish et al. (2001), and Irish and Fredriksson (2003). The buoy was 
recovered from the demonstration site by the R/V Gulf Challenger and crew on April 31, 
2008. 
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iii. Motion Package 
The Center for Ocean Engineering at UNH also provided the motion package to 
measure the motion responses of the feed buoy (shown in figure 3.2) to wave forcing. It 
was deployed during the same trip to deploy the wave rider buoy, and was mounted 
inside the feed buoy. The motion package consists of Systran Donner motion sensors and 
hardware measuring the acceleration (measured in g's per volt) and rotation rates 
(measured in degrees per second) around the x-, y-, and z- axis. The main electronics of 
the motion package consisted of a Systran Donner 6-axis motion sensor element (i.e., 
BEI MotionPak), a filter/signal condition card, and a PC-104 based data recording system 
(including a hard drive), which were all housed in a watertight aluminum canister. More 
specifically, the BEI MotionPak uses three orthogonally mounted quartz angular rate 
sensors and three high performance linear servo accelerometers to measure rotations and 
motions, respectively. As described in Madni et al. (1996), the quartz rate sensor (QRS) 
consists of a micro-miniature, double-ended, piezoelectric quartz tuning fork and a 
supporting structure. Using the Coriolis Effect, a rotational motion about the tuning 
fork's longitudinal axis produces a DC voltage proportional to the rate of rotation. The 
linear servo accelerometers in the motion package were force-balance systems as well; 
* 
and have the same general theory as the wave rider accelerometers described in the 
previous section. Nonetheless, a more detailed report on the motion package and all the 
specific components used can be found in Irish et al. (2001). For the field program, the 
canister was band-strapped to a silo support beam and set on top of the concrete ballast 
inside the feed buoy (shown in figure 3.3). The position of the motion package was at the 
bottom of the chine level. This is the lowest serviceable area of the feed buoy and near 
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the estimated depth of the center of gravity. However, not directly on the center axis 
(roughly 1.65 meters off center) since there was nowhere to band-strap the motion 
package down and it would have inhibited operator movement about the chine level. 
Before deployment, the motion package was calibrated against local gravity in the 
laboratory and programmed to burst sample at the beginning of every two hours starting 
at 00:00:00 coordinated universal time (UTC). Each burst sampled the directional 
acceleration and rotation of the buoy for the duration of 18.2 minutes at rate of 10 Hz. 
Each record consisted of 10920 data points, and was stored internally on a hard drive in 
the canister. The motion package was oriented in such a way that the x-direction axis, 
corresponding to surge, was in the southwest to northeast direction; and the y-directional 
axis, corresponding to sway, was in the northwest-southeast direction. The z-directional 
axis still corresponded to heave. The pitch and roll is the rotation around y- and x- axis, 
respectively. Like the wave rider buoy, the motion package was also recovered by the 
R/V Gulf Challenger and crew on April 31, 2008. 
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Figure 3.2: An up close picture of the 20-ton capacity feed buoy at the open ocean 
aquaculture site on March 11,2008. 
Figure 3.3: The motion package being strapped down, at the bottom of the feed 
buoy's chine level, by Stanley Boduch (Open Ocean Aquaculture Research 
Engineer) on March 11, 2008. 
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iv. Data Processing 
The data processing techniques discussed here are similar with procedures set 
forth by the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration's (NOAA) National Data 
Buoy Center (NDBC). The NDBC is part of the National Weather Service (NWS) and is 
in charge of the development and operation of a network of data collecting buoys and 
coastal stations around the United States and the world (www.ndbc.noaa.gov). The data 
processing techniques are not exactly the same as the NDBC's methods because NDBC 
motion packages have damped gimbaled accelerometers. More information on the 
NDBC's procedures for non-directional and directional wave data analysis can be found 
in Earle (1996). Since the time series data recorded from sensors in the wave rider buoy 
and the motion package was discretely sampled, discrete versions of the formulas 
discussed in chapter two were used in the MATLAB® data processing. MATLAB® is a 
numerical computing environment and programming language which allows easy 
manipulation of data, implementation of algorithms, and data plotting. The discrete 
nature of the data allowed for Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) methods to be used in 
transforming the raw data into the frequency domain. Once the data was transformed and 
Butterworth filtered, the response amplitude operators (RAOs) were processed and 
plotted. 
The processing of the observational data to responses had two parts: motion 
package data were processed first, then the corresponding wave rider data. The data from 
the motion package was read as an acceleration (measured in g's per volt) time series 
array or rotation rate time series array, which has instrumentation calibration taken into 
account (these calibration values can be seen in the MATLAB" functions in appendix 
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B). The raw acceleration time series data then passed to a function which converted the 
data from g's to meters per second squared; then the mean and linear trend were 
removed; then it was filtered through a fourth-order, high-pass, Butterworth filter with a 
0.0333 Hz cutoff frequency; and finally, it was integrated twice (using the trapezoidal 
rule) to a displacement time series. The filter was needed due to the tendency of 
accelerometers to introduce spurious energy (i.e., noise) into acceleration spectra, 
particularly at low frequencies (Earle et al., 1984). This low frequency noise problem is 
common to the accelerometers installed in the motion package and waver rider buoy, 
which showed up in the recovered data. Examining the signal to noise ratio for the data 
over the entire frequency range allowed for appropriate cutoff frequencies to be used in 
plotting; so that the plots were representative of recorded signal than instrument noise. 
The 0.0333 Hz cutoff frequency corresponds to 30 second waves, so waves or feed buoy 
motions of greater periods will be filtered out. This seems reasonable because storm 
waves of interest in this region were typically in the range of 6 to 12 seconds; with the 
larger storms usually producing waves in the 8 to 11 second range in the Gulf of Maine. 
In another function, the rotational time series data is computed similarly to the 
displacement data; however, it is only integrated (using the trapezoidal rule) once to a 
degree time series. This is because the motion package records rotational data as a 
rotation rate (degrees per second) not acceleration. The degree time series data also has 
an additional step of being converted to radian time series data, which is more commonly 
used for RAO plots dealing with rotations. Once the displacement and rotational time 
series are both computed, the data were converted to frequency domain spectra using an 
FFT method. The FFT method used 1024 data point blocks (non-overlapping), which 
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smoothes the spectra and normalizes them to units of spectral density. Once all the 
response and forcing spectra were found, the heave, surge, and pitch RAOs were 
computed using the same procedure as shown equations (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24). The 
data for the wave rider is processed similar to the motion package, besides the fact it does 
not have any rotational time series data to be processed and used 512 data point blocks. 
For a more detailed understanding of the processing routines, please refer to the 
MATLAB® code in appendix B. 
v. Data Confidence 
Uncertainty in results from data with random statistics is always a problem for 
studies involving the open ocean environment. To obtain confidence in the data, the 90% 
confidence intervals were computed for the RAO data. The confidence interval of an 
estimate is the range where the true value is most likely to be. In other terms, a given 
confidence level represents the probability that a random sample falls within that interval 
90% of the time. Confidence intervals are calculated so that a certain percentage of the 
intervals include the unknown value. The interval used in this study was the 90% 
confidence interval, meaning 10% of the values might not fall in this range. These 
confidence intervals are bounded by upper and boundaries called confidence limits. The 
closer these limits are to each other, the narrower the interval range becomes and the 
more precise the estimate is. In terms of spectral confidence limits, the process being 
sampled is assumed to be a Gaussian random process in time, where the spectrum values 
are distributed with VD degrees of freedom (DOF) as expressed in equation 3.1. This can 
also be expressed as twice the number of blocks averaged together: 
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VD=2-T-Sf, (3.1) 
where T is the length of the record and Sf is the desired final frequency resolution. 
However, as the degrees of freedom are increased (i.e., confidence increased) for a fixed 
record length, Sf increases hence there is a decrease in frequency resolution. In general, 
the more data averaged together, the more the results will represent the statistics of the 
environment, thus giving more confidence in the data. Since data point blocks were used 
in the FFTs, the spectra from the wave rider and motion package were averaged with 11 
blocks (22 DOF) and 10 blocks (20 DOF), respectively. These gave frequency resolution 
of -0.0092 Hz for both the wave rider and motion package spectra. These resolutions 
correspond to ~109 second waves, which is far below the 10 to 12 second maximum 
period waves seen in the Gulf of Maine. Using a table of 90% confidence levels adapted 
from table A9.6 in Koopmans (1974), the upper and lower spectral limits for the 
corresponding number of degrees of freedom were interpolated as 1.795 and 0.647 for the 
wave rider spectra and 1.843 and 0.637 for the motion package spectra. The values 
adapted from table A9.6 are plotted in figure 4.20 for clarity. Multiplying the 
corresponding wave rider and motion package spectra with the limits allowed for the 
confidence intervals to be computed. Once computed, the upper and lower limit spectra 
were processed separately in the same manor as shown in equations (2.22), (2.23), and 
(2.24) for the RAOs. However, the upper RAO confidence limit was found by taking the 
square root of the upper limit spectra of the response divided by the lower limit spectra of 
the forcing; and vise versa for the lower RAO confidence limit. This way of computing 
the two limits is a first order estimate, which provided the broadest interval making it a 
slightly conservative estimate. 
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Degrees of Freedom 




FIELD DATA RESULTS 
i. Results Overview 
Data storage devices with the recorded observational data from both the wave 
rider buoy and feed buoy motion package were taken to the laboratory to be processed 
after their recovery on April 31, 2008. Upon a brief inspection of the recovered data, the 
motion package only recorded data from 16 UTC on March 11th to 12 UTC on March 
13th. Since the motion package only sampled every 2 hours over this 2 day period, only 
23 sets of data were recorded to the hard drive. After further investigation, it was 
determined that the motion package failed because of a bad battery pack. The wave rider 
buoy, however, collected data for the entire deployment from March 11th to April 31st; 
yet only a small fraction of this collected data can be used because of the failure in the 
motion package. 
Significant wave height values were computed from the recovered wave rider 
buoy data and are plotted in figure 4.1 (and listed in table 4.1). The significant wave 
height is simply the average height (trough to crest) of the top one-third (largest) waves 
recorded; it is approximately equal to four times the standard deviation of the 
displacement from the mean sea level (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). Additional wave data 
from the wave rider buoy is listed in table 4.2. For good measure, the wave rider data is 
compared to data from the GoMOOS B01 (Western Maine Shelf) buoy, which is a part of 
the Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System (GoMOOS). The GoMOOS B01 buoy is to 
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the north-northeast of the open aquaculture site as shown in figure 4.2. The significant 
wave heights from the GoMOOS B01 buoy for the corresponding time period are also 
displayed in figure 4.1. Additional data downloaded from the GoMOOS website 
(http://www.gomoos.org/) for this time period is shown in table 4.3. 
Significant Wave Heights 
-GoMOOS B01 Buoy -A-Wave Rider Buoy | 
Time [UTC] 
<8~ «~ *<S~ & 3? .<S~ &~ „c>~ M~ V * ~ * ~ ^ * * N«S* <$* 
Figure 4.1: Plot of significant wave heights in the southwest area of the Gulf of 
Maine from the recovered wave rider data (shown in red) at the demonstration site 
and the GoMOOS B01 buoy (shown in blue) between March 11th and 13*. Data for 
the GoMOOS B01 (Western Maine Shelf) buoy was downloaded from the GoMOOS 
website (http://www.gomoos.org/). 
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Figure 4.2: Location of the GoMOOS B01 buoy compared to the environmental 
monitoring mooring (i.e., wave rider buoy) and the feed buoy. The GoMOOS B01 
buoy is roughly 31.5 km to the northeast of the environmental monitoring mooring. 
This figure was constructed using Google Earth. 























































































































































































































































As it is shown in figure 4.1 and tables 4.1 and 4.2, there were no large storm 
waves recorded by the field program. However, there were two times where the wave 
forcing approached one meter in significant wave height for both buoys: March 12, 2008 
at 6 UTC and March 12, 2008 at 18 UTC. The data set on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC also 
has the wind direction along the x-axis of the motion package orientation, and pitch being 
the rotation around y-axis of the motion package. Since this data set has one of the top 
wave heights and appropriate average wind (and therefore wave) direction, it is the 
example data set for the results section. The rest of the data sets, with similar trends, can 
be found at the end of the thesis in appendix A. The corresponding wave rider 
translations, motion package translations, and motion package rotations for March 12, 
2008 at 6 UTC can be seen in figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively. 
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Wave Rider Translations: 03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
Time [s] 
Figure 4.3: Surge, sway, and heave translations measured in meters for the wave 
rider buoy on March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. 
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Motion Package Translations: 03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
Time [s] 
Figure 4.4: Surge, sway, and heave translations measured in meters for the motion 
package inside the feed buoy on March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. 
Motion Package Rotations: 03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
Time [s] 
Figure 4.5: Roll, pitch, and yaw rotations measured in degrees for the motion 
package inside the feed buoy on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC. 
Visually from figure 4.3, the heave of the wave rider is in the .05 to 1 meter 
range, similar to the wave data from the GoMOOS B01 buoy. The pitch (and roll) of the 
motion package (figure 4.5) is in the plus and minus 5 degree range, which seems 
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reasonable for the fair-weather sea state. The roll seems slightly higher than the pitch, 
which is probably due to directional spreading in random seas. The mooring of the feed 
buoy may add to this effect because it is fortified (i.e., additional mooring lines) in a 
northeast bearing (which is along the x-axis of the motion package). That direction is 
typical of storm events in the Gulf of Maine during the winter-spring months. Also, the 
feed hoses which exit the feed buoy in the southwest direction, may provide some 
additional retarding effects on the response. Effects of the mooring lines and feed hoses 
on the feed buoy is evident when examining the buoy's yaw in figure 4.5, where the data 
shows much longer periods than in the roll and pitch; which is most likely due to the slow 
twisting of the feed buoy about the mooring. And because the pitch, and roll, never 
exceeded 9° degrees in all the data sets, no conclusions can be made on the 
communication problem from feed buoy tilting as mentioned in chapter 1. This problem 
would have to be addressed in an additional study. 
To obtain the instrument noise levels for comparison with the measured data sets 
on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC, the motion package and wave rider were left running in a 
fixed position (i.e., no movement) for a regular sampling interval before their deployment 
on March 11, 2008. These "noise" data sets were processed in the same manner as the 
field data sets. Once computed, the measured field and noise data was used to obtain the 
signal to noise ratios (SNR) for wave elevation from the wave rider buoy and heave, 
surge, and pitch from the motion package. The signal to noise ratio was not computed for 
wave excursion and slope since they are derived from the wave elevation. The signal to 
noise ratio is simply defined as the ratio of a signal power to the noise power corrupting 
the signal. In this study, the signal to noise ratios are expressed in decibels as: 
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SNR(f) = lOlog 10 'Signal ( / ) ' 
^Noise \J ) 
(4.1) 
where SSignal (f) and SNoise (f) are the respective spectral densities. The larger the SNR, 
the less corrupted the signal is. As it can be seen in figures 4.6 and 4.7, there are large 
signal to noise ratios for all the signals in the range 0.1 Hz to 0.4 Hz, which corresponds 
to the range of waves of interest in the field program. The wave elevation SNR decreases 
significantly below 0.2 Hz; while the heave, surge, and pitch SNRs decrease significantly 
below 0.17 Hz. A lower cutoff frequency of 0.17 Hz for all the data in the study was 
chosen because the wave elevation SNR only decreased by -10 dB from the maximum 
value in figure 4.6; and the signal to noise ratios for the feed buoy responses, in figure 
4.7, were at their maximums above 0.17 Hz. Because of this, all the spectra and RAO 
plots are shown over a frequency range of 0.17 Hz to 0.4 Hz. 
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Figure 4.6: Signal to noise ratio for wave elevation from the wave rider buoy plotted 
in decibels versus frequency. The maximum SNR value shown is ~44 dB. 
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Motion Package Signal to Noise Ratios 
to* 101 10° 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.7: Signal to noise ratios for heave (shown in blue), surge (shown in red), 
and pitch (shown in green) of the motion package plotted in decibels versus 
frequency. The maximum SNR values shown for heave, surge, and pitch are ~55 dB, 
-61 dB, and -58 dB, respectively. 
After some processing of the recorded data, feed buoy response (heave, surge, and 
pitch), forcing, and RAO data were plotted. A comparison of heave, surge, and pitch 
response spectra to the forcing spectra can be seen in figure 4.8; and a comparison of 
heave, surge, and pitch RAOs can be seen in figure 4.9. The heave, surge, and pitch 
RAOs are plotted against the physical and numerical model data from Turmelle (2007) in 
figure 4.10. The experimental setup of the physical model testing in the UNH wave/tow 
tank from Turmelle (2007) is shown in figure 4.11. Figures 4.8 through 4.10 correspond 
to only the data recorded on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC, however, these trends can be seen 
in all the other recorded data sets which are presented in appendix A. The results and 
figures for March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC are discussed thoroughly in the following heave, 
surge, and pitch result sections. 
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03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
" Frequency [HzJ 
Figure 4.8: Comparison plot of heave, surge, and pitch RAOs (shown in blue), 
response spectra (shown in red), and corresponding forcing spectra (shown in 
green) for March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. The pitch RAO was scaled down by a factor of 
100 to make the plot more viewable. 
03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
E 2( 1 1 1 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.9: Comparison plot of heave, surge, and pitch RAOs (shown in blue) for 
March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of heave, surge, and pitch RAOs plotted against the 
(regular wave, load case) physical and numerical model data from Turmelle (2007). 
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Figure 4.11: Experimental setup of the physical model testing in the UNH wave/tow 
tank (Turmelle, 2007). 
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ii. Heave Results 
Using the techniques described in chapter 2, the heave response of the feed buoy 
due to wave forcing on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC was processed and plotted. A plot of 
displacement for the feed buoy and wave elevation, along with the heave RAO (i.e., 
transfer function), can be seen in figure 4.12; and a plot of the corresponding heave RAO 
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Figure 4.12: Heave RAO plotted against heave response of the feed buoy and wave 
elevation (forcing) on March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. 
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Heave RAO with 90% Confidence Levels 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.13: Heave RAO, with a 90% confidence interval, for the feed buoy on 
March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC. The maximum difference between heave RAO and the 
90% confidence interval was +1.104. The differences in the lower frequency range, 
where larger storm waves would be present, were about 10 times smaller then the 
maximum. However, the computed interval shows relative confidence in the RAO 
data, especially for the lower frequencies which are of most importance for the feed 
buoy in the random sea environment. 
As it is shown in figure 4.12, the wave energy (i.e., forcing) is focused around 
0.225 Hz (corresponding to a dominate wave period of -4.5 seconds) in roughly a ± 0.1 
Hz range. There is feed buoy response in the 0.35 to 0.17 Hz range, corresponding to 
-2.9 to -5.9 second waves, which are typical to the demonstration site in fair weather and 
is a range of interest in this study. Again, storm waves would have had long dominate 
wave periods between 6 and 10 seconds; since none were present during recording, feed 
buoy response diminishes towards the lower frequencies. Figure 4.13, which plots the 
heave RAO curve from figure 4.12 with a 90% confidence interval, shows resonance for 
wave frequencies in the 0.34 to 0.17 Hz range (corresponding roughly to -2 to ~6 second 
waves); and the RAO values diminish towards the higher frequencies past 0.34 Hz. The 
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distributed response may be caused by the vertical restraint of the feed buoy to the 
mooring lines and the feed hoses. There is also a large resonance peak (RAO value of 
-1.6) around 0.18Hz (corresponding to -5.5 second waves) in this resonance range. As it 
shown in the following result sections, this resonance peak is attributed to the motion 
package not being positioned exactly at the center of the feed buoy; where the buoy's 
rolling or pitching back and forth may trick the vertical accelerometer in interpreting the 
slow tilting as heave. In general though, the feed buoy system was designed to handle 
resonances from higher frequency, fair-weather waves, so no problems should arise in the 
system because of them. The slight choppiness in all the plots could be due to the low 
wave forcing and response magnitude when the data was recorded. These low values are 
more susceptible to random instrument and system noise. However the choppiness of the 
data does not appear to be significant when the 90% confidence interval is examined in 
figure 4.13. 
Not shown in the plots because of the noise problem, the curve diminishes to very 
low values of RAO below 0.17 Hz; and below 0.1 Hz, the RAO curve starts to increase 
towards positive infinity, which is due to low frequency noise and negligible wave energy 
in the denominator of the RAO expression (i.e., "dividing by zero" situation). Again, the 
RAO values drop off as frequency increases positively out of the resonance range, which 
is typical of a heave RAO plot (i.e., the high frequency magnitudes drop off due to inertia 
of the system). The magnitude values approaches unity towards the lower frequencies 
(outside the resonance frequency range) are typical of a heave RAO plot. These results 
show system response diminishing towards lower frequencies and that the feed buoy may 
follow storm type waves. Since there was no strong wave forcing in the lower 
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frequencies the heave results are limited. However, it still allows for the prediction that 
the feed buoy system would endure storm events without any complications. This was the 
same prediction in Turmelle (2007), where numerical and physically modeling was used. 
Even though a direct comparison cannot be made from the model tests since the field 
mooring system, shown previously in figure 1.4, was not modeled exactly (as shown in 
figure 4.11). The physical model test in the UNH wave tank was modeled with only one 
mooring line. However, a comparison can be made to show similar trends in the data. 
This comparison is shown in figure 4.14 where the physical and numerical heave RAO 
data (for the loaded case) is plotted against the heave RAO from this study. 
Comparison of Heave RAOs 
,.» 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.14: Comparison plot of heave RAO data. The (regular wave, load case) 
physical and numerical models from Turmelle (2007) are shown in green and red, 
respectively. The modeled data plotted against the heave RAO for the (random sea) 
field data set on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC (shown in blue). The loaded case for the 
physical and numerical model data was used because the feed buoy was never empty 
of food and fuel during the field study. 
As it can be seen in figure 4.14, the field data shows similar behavior to the 
modeled data. The numerical model data, which were computed in Aqua-FE, is shown as 
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a red dotted curve. The physical model data acquired from tank testing is shown as a 
green dotted curve. It should be noted that numerical model data were found by tweaking 
the Aqua-FE program to match the physical model data results. As they are not 
independent of each other, the physical model data is of interest for comparison, not the 
numerical model data. However, both are plotted for clarity and completeness. The 
expected natural frequency from the tank tests (free release and single mooring) is about 
0.28 Hz. Again, the field data results show a more distributed response mostly at lower 
frequencies, where the damping is mostly due to the mooring lines and feed hoses. 
Overall, the field data mimics the trends in the modeled data, where it similar resonance 
towards the higher frequencies and smaller feed buoy excitation towards the lower 
frequencies. 
iii. Surge Results 
Using the techniques described in chapter 2, the surge response of the feed buoy 
due to wave excursion forcing on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC was processed and plotted. A 
plot of horizontal displacement for the feed buoy and wave excursion, along with the 
surge RAO, can be seen in figure 4.15; and a plot of the corresponding surge RAO by 
itself with a 90% confidence interval can be seen in figure 4.16. As it is shown in figure 
4.15 (and similar to figure 4.12), wave excursion energy was focused around 0.225 Hz 
(corresponding to a dominate wave period of -4.5 seconds) in roughly a ± 0.1 Hz range. 
Again, the slight choppiness of the data could be due to the low wave excursion forcing 
magnitude when the data were recorded, making the low values more susceptible to 
random instrument and system noise. However the choppiness of the data does not appear 
to be significant when the 90% confidence interval is examined in figure 4.16. 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.15: Surge RAO plotted against surge response of the feed buoy and wave 
excursion (forcing) on March 12,2008 at 6 UTC. 
In general though, the surge RAO of the feed buoy is below or close to unity in 
magnitude as expected, except for a large response (RAO value of -4.1) around 0.18 Hz. 
This resonance peak around 0.18 Hz is most likely the source for the same peak seen in 
the heave RAO plot (figure 4.12). The resonance peak may correspond to the horizontal 
movement of the feed buoy against the mooring and attached feed hoses; and as feed 
buoy yaws, the buoy will turn until the mooring lines are taut, leading to more buoy surge 
and pitch. Also, the additional attachments connected to the feed buoy appear to be 
slowing the response down. However, the surge RAO values, excluding the large 
resonance peak, are below or approaching unity for the entire plot. This behavior is 
typical of an over-damped system and shares similar trends to typical surge RAO plots. 
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Surge RAO with 90% Confidence Levels 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.16: Surge RAO, with a 90% confidence interval, for the feed buoy on 
March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC. The maximum difference between surge RAO and the 
90% confidence interval was +2.810. The differences in the lower frequency range, 
where larger storm waves would be present, were about 10 times smaller then the 
maximum. However, the computed interval shows relative confidence in the RAO 
data, especially for the lower frequencies which are of most importance for the feed 
buoy in the random sea environment. 
This behavior was also similar to the prediction in Turmelle (2007), where numerical and 
physically modeling was used. Again, a direct comparison cannot be made from the 
model tests since the field mooring system was not modeled exactly. However, a 
comparison can be made to show similar trends in the data, which is shown in figure 
4.17. The figure shows the physical and numerical surge RAO data (for the loaded case) 
plotted against the surge RAO from this study. 
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Comparison of Surge RAOs 
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Figure 4.17: Comparison plot of surge RAO data. The (regular wave, load case) 
physical and numerical models from Turmelle (2007) are shown in green and red, 
respectively. The modeled data plotted against the surge RAO for the (random sea) 
field data set on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC (shown in blue). The loaded case for the 
physical and numerical model data was used because the feed buoy was never empty 
of food and fuel during the field study. 
As it can be seen in figure 4.17, the field data shows similar trends to the modeled 
data. The numerical model data, which were computed in Aqua-FE, is shown as a red 
dotted curve. The physical model data acquired from tank testing is shown as a green 
dotted curve. Again, the physical model data were of interest for comparison, not the 
numerical model data; but both are plotted for completeness. The physical model tank 
tests indicated that the resonance should occur at a slightly higher frequency (around 
-0.23 Hz) than the large response in the field data (around 0.18 Hz). The magnitude of 
the field data resonance peak was larger than the modeled peak as well; which again may 
be due to the heave and surge coupling. Overall though, the field data mimics the 
behavior in the modeled data; where there is a resonance peak towards the higher, fair-
weather wave frequencies, but close or below unity in the typical wave range. 
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iv. Pitch Results 
Again using the techniques described in chapter 2, the pitch response of the feed 
buoy due to wave slope forcing on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC was processed and graphed. 
A plot of pitch for the feed buoy and wave slope, along with the pitch RAO, can be seen 
in figure 4.18; and a plot of the corresponding pitch RAO by itself with a 90% confidence 
interval can be seen in figure 4.19. As it is shown in figure 4.18, wave slope energy is 
focused towards the higher frequencies above 0.17 Hz; this occurs because smaller wind 
driven waves are steeper and provide higher wave slope. Again, the slight choppiness of 
the data could be due to the low wave slope forcing magnitude when the data were 
recorded, making the low values more susceptible to random instrument and system 
noise. However the choppiness of the data does not appear to be significant when the 
90% confidence interval is examined in figure 4.19. 
03-12-2008 at 06 UTC 
Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 4.18: Scaled pitch RAO plotted against Pitch response of the feed buoy and 
wave slope (forcing) on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC. The pitch RAO was scaled down 
by a factor of 100 to make the plot more viewable. 
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Pitch RAO with 90% Confidence Levels 
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Figure 4.19: Pitch RAO, with a 90% confidence interval, for the feed buoy on 
March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC. The maximum difference between pitch RAO and the 
90% confidence interval was +3.395. The differences in the lower frequency range, 
where larger storm waves would be present, were about 10 times smaller then the 
maximum. However, the computed interval shows relative confidence in the RAO 
data, especially for the lower frequencies which are of most importance for the feed 
buoy in the random sea environment. 
In general though, the pitch RAO of the feed buoy was below or approaching 
unity in magnitude in the 0.35 Hz to 0.17 Hz range, except for the large peak (RAO value 
of -4.9) around 0.18 Hz. This slightly larger peak around 0.18 Hz is similar to the 
resonance peak seen in the surge RAO plot (figure 4.16). The peak is probably due at 
least in part to a nonlinear coupling with the surge response peak. The coupling could be 
due to the horizontal motion of the feed buoy, which may be generating moments about 
the mooring attachment point(s). Not shown in figure 4.19 because of the noise problem, 
the curve diminishes to very low values of RAO below 0.17 Hz; and below 0.1 Hz, the 
data start to blow up because the response spectrum is divided by very small values of 
wave slope as frequency decreases (i.e., "dividing by zero" situation). 
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Excluding the large peak around 0.18Hz, the pitch RAO values were approaching 
1 for low frequencies. There is a resonance towards the higher, fair-weather wave 
frequencies and the pitch RAO values eventually dies off as frequency increases out of 
the typical wave period range. All these items make the plot (figure 4.19) similar to a 
typical pitch RAO plot. These behaviors in the pitch RAO field data were similar to the 
predictions in Turmelle (2007), where numerical and physical modeling was used. Again, 
a direct comparison cannot be made from the model tests since the field mooring system 
was not modeled exactly. However, a comparison can be made to show similar trends in 
the data. This comparison is shown in figure 4.20 where the physical and numerical pitch 
RAO data (for the loaded case) is plotted against the pitch RAO from the study. As it can 
be seen from the rest of figure 4.20, the field data show similar behavior to the modeled 
data. 
The numerical model data, which was computed in Aqua-FE, is shown as a red 
dotted curve. The physical model data acquired from tank testing is shown as a green 
dotted curve. Again, the physical model data is of interest for comparison, not the 
numerical model data; but both are plotted for completeness and clarity. There are no 
extremely large resonance peaks present in the physical and numerical model tests as 
seen in the field data pitch RAO. Again, this is probably due in part to how the mooring 
system was modeled in the UNH wave/tow tank. The resonance peak from the field data 
is roughly twice the predicted values from the physical modeling. Also, in the physical 
model tank tests the pitch natural frequency was close to, and may be associated with, the 
peak around 0.18 Hz in the field data (shown in figure 4.20). Overall, the field data 
closely mimics the trends in the physical model data where the pitch RAO has resonance 
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Figure 4.20: Comparison plot of pitch RAO data. The (regular wave, load case) 
physical and numerical models from Turmelle (2007) are shown in green and red, 
respectively. The modeled data plotted against the pitch RAO for the (random sea) 
field data set on March 12, 2008 at 6 UTC (shown in blue). The loaded case for the 
physical and numerical model data was used because the feed buoy was never empty 




The 20-ton capacity feed buoy at the Atlantic Marine Aquaculture Center's test 
site continues to serve as an important project, where it verifies and demonstrates that 
aquaculture can be done offshore in the open ocean environment. With its success in 
feeding finfish crops, it is a feasible paradigm for anyone interested or involved in this 
newer area of aquaculture. Before researchers or investors might consider setting up a 
similar site in the open ocean, they would need to know how the feed buoy performs in 
energetic, stormy seas. During the design phase of the feed, physical model tank testing 
and numerical modeling was performed to provide answers on how the buoy would 
respond when it encountered waves due to severe weather. These tests presented good 
insight into the dynamic responses of the feed buoy system and proved survivability; but 
did not provide definitive answers. In response, this field program was implemented to 
measure the dynamic responses of the feed buoy due to actual environmental forcing at 
the test site. Instruments were deployed on March 11th and retrieved on April 31st in the 
spring of 2008. The field equipment obtained the data by recording environmental 
(wave) forcing from a monitoring mooring; and by collecting the feed buoy's 
displacement and rotational responses from a motion package mounted inside the buoy. 
Once the data was retrieved from the instruments, it was processed using MATLAB® 
routines. 
Due to an instrumentation failure inside the motion package, only 24 sets of data 
were recorded over a two day period. Because of this failure, the results came from fair-
weather seas where no extreme forcing due to storms or strong winds was recorded. 
Storm waves were desired since they would have given stronger forcing, and therefore 
larger responses, to compare with survivability limits. However, the recovered data still 
provided first order results and provided reasonable insight into the feed buoy's behavior 
due to typical waves seen at the site. 
All the RAO results showed trends approaching unity for low values of wave 
frequency. The heave RAO result illustrates a typical heave RAO plot; however, had a 
more distributed response over lower frequencies and resonance in the 2 to 6 second 
wave period range. This range corresponds to waves that the feed buoy, and mooring 
system, can handle without difficulties. The dampening of the heave response, seen in the 
field data, may be attributed to the restraint from the mooring lines and the feed hoses. 
Also, the heave RAO values died off as frequency increased, which was expected and 
was attributed to the smaller period waves having no affect on the buoy. An unpredicted 
peak (RAO of -1.6), around 0.18 Hz, was present in the field results, which subsequent 
analysis attributed to the surge resonance. 
The surge RAO results also modeled a typical surge RAO plot with the exception 
of a strong resonance (RAO of -4.1) around 0.18 Hz; which was attributed to feed buoy 
movement against the mooring. The RAO values were mostly below and approached 
unity as frequency decreased. Again, additional mooring lines and hoses appear to be 
slowing the response down. The pitch RAO results modeled a typical pitch RAO plot 
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with the exception of a large peak (RAO of -4.9) around 0.18 Hz, which was due in part 
to a nonlinear coupling with the surge response peak. This coupling may be contributed 
to the horizontal motion of the feed buoy generating moments about the mooring 
attachment point(s). The 0.18 Hz peak may also incorporate the pitch natural frequency; 
which was found from previous physical model tank testing. 
In general, the field program obtained first order results and conclusions essential 
to understanding the feed buoy's actual dynamic responses. However, as aforementioned, 
the program did not encounter any extreme environmental forcing. Analysis of nominal 
wave data indicated that the RAOs for all three responses show values approaching unity 
for very low frequency waves; and the resonance of the RAOs plots (predominantly 
shown in the heave plots) were towards the higher frequency waves. This indicates that 
when there are large storms present at the AMAC site, the feed buoy will show little 
response or excitation due to the larger waves associated with storms. Additionally, with 
the resonance being towards the higher frequencies, the feed buoy will be excited by 
smaller waves which do not present any danger to the feed buoy or mooring system. The 
study also showed that in fair-weather waves the buoy would not roll and pitch to a 
degree that would limit communications. However, the large resonance in the pitch RAO 
could potentially cause problems with feed buoy operations, and the comfort of any 
operators onboard, during an energetic sea state. Overall, the feed buoy is behaving in the 
manor it was modeled and designed, ensuring its survivability at the AMAC 
demonstration site. 
The RAO results from the field data had similar trends to the RAO plots created 
from past physical and numerical modeling. However, the surge and pitch RAOs from 
field data showed higher and sharper resonances than the results from modeling. 
Nonetheless, these tests showed that tow/wave tank and Aqua-FE modeling are excellent 
design tools for trending the responses of large, moored structures in the open ocean 
environment. They not only produce reasonable results, but are cost effective and time 
saving as well. These methods provide alternatives to conducting large, lengthy, and 
expensive field programs when structure survivability is only of interest. However field 
data is required when there is a desire for absolute certainty in the modeling techniques. 
Since the field program did not record severe weather data during its deployment, 
another field program should be created to continue the work done in this study. Data 
from storm events and larger period waves could provide answers to the communication 
problem and give greater confidence to the RAO results. With large forcing at low 
frequencies, it also may be possible to resolve the RAO curves below 0.17 Hz. The 
analysis could also be expanded to include additional tank and numerical modeling to 
make better comparisons into why some of the discovered trends and peaks exist in the 
RAO results. With this additional study, and possibly more modeling, a complete model 
of the feed buoy response to environmental forcing could be obtained. A more realistic 
feed buoy model would provide greater confidence to new investors or researchers 
entering this growing area of marine aquaculture. 
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MATLAB18' DATA PROCESSING CODE 
PROGRAM: ThesisMainProgranum 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Title: Thesis Main Program 





MP_n = 1024; % Number of points in FFTs 
WR_n = 512; % Number of points in FFTs 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MOTION PACK DATA 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fname = inputfWhat is the motion package filename? ','s'); 
MP_rate = 10; % Motion Pack Sampling Rate in Hertz 
% Acquires Motion Pack Data 
[MP_date, MP_time,t,xacc,xrate,yacc,yrate,zacc,zrate] = MotionPackData(fname); 
% Processes Motion Pack Data (Displacement) 
[tl ,dxx,Pxx,fxx,dyy,Pyy,fyy,dzz,Pzz,fzzJ=AnalyzeDataMP(fname, MP_rate, MP_n); 
% Processes Motion Pack Data (Rotational) 
[tl ,roll,pitch,yaw,R,freq_r,P,freq_p,Y,freq_y]=AnalyzeDataMPRot(fname, MP_rate, MP_n); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% WAVE RIDER DATA 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fhame2 = inputfWhat is the wave rider filename? ','s'); 
WR_rate = 5; % Wave Rider Sampling Rate in Hertz 
% Acquires Wave Rider Data 
[t2,xac,yac,zac] = WaveRiderData(fname); 




% Responses and RAOs 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
d = 52; % Depth in meters at OOA site 
% Gravity 
g = 9.81; 
%Frequency 
f = fzz(l:256); 
% Wavenumber 
k = ((2*pi*0-A2)/g; 
wave_elevation = Pz; 
heave_response = Pzz(l:256); 
surge_response = Pxx(l :256); 
pitch_response = P(l :256); 
i = length(wave_elevation); 
forj = l:l:i 
k(j) = ((2*pi*f(i))A2)/g; 
wave_excursion(j) = wave_elevation(j)*(tanh(k(i)*d))A(-2); 
wave_slope(j) = wave_elevation(j)*(k(j))A(2); 
heave_trans(j) = sqrt(heave_response(j)/wave_elevation(j)); 
surge_trans(j) = sqrt(surge_response(j)/wave_excursion(j)); 




function [t,dxx,Pxx,fxx,dyy,Pyy,fyy,dzz,Pzz,fzz]=AnalyzeDataMP(fname, rate, n) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Title: Analyze Motion Pack Data 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Based on code by: James D. Irish 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Vc%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Function Inputs: 
% fname = Name of the time series motion pack data file. 
% The file name should be in string format. 
% Typically the file name is in the form 
% "filename.OO". 
% 
% rate = Sampling rate of the data 
% 
% n = Number of points in FFT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[MP_date, MP_time,t,xacc,xrate,yacc,yrate,zacc,zrate] = MotionPackData(fhame); 
%+ + 
% Remove linear trend and mean of data, Filter, and convert g's to 
% displacement data 
[dxx, vxx] = Accel2Dsp(xacc, rate, 0,0); 
[dyy, vyy] = Accel2Dsp(yacc, rate, 0,0); 
[dzz, vzz] = Accel2Dsp(zacc, rate, 0,0); 
% Compute raw power spectrum from displacement data 
[Pxx, fxx] = RawSpectrum(dxx,n,0.1); 
[Pyy, fyy] = RawSpectrum(dyy,n,0.1); 
[Pzz, fzz] = RawSpectrum(dzz,n,0.1); 
%+ - + 
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FUNCTION: AnaryzeDataMPRotm 
function [t,roll,pitch,yaw,R,freq_r,P,freq_p,Y,freq_y]=AnalyzeDataMPRot(fname, rate, n) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Title: Analyze Motion Pack Rotational Data 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Based on code by: Jim Irish 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Function Inputs: 
% fname = Name of the time series motion pack data file. 
% The file name should be in string format. 
% Typically the file name is in the form 
% "filename.OO". 
% 
% rate = Sampling rate of the data 
% 
% n = Number of points in FFT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[MP_date, MP_time,t,xacc,xrate,yacc,yrate,zacc,zrate] = MotionPackData(fname); 
%+ + 
% Remove linear trend and mean of data, Filter, and convert to 
% degree data 
roll = Rot2Deg(xrate, rate, 0); 
pitch = Rot2Deg(yrate, rate, 0); 
yaw = Rot2Deg(zrate, rate, 0); 
% Convert to radians 
roll = roll*(pi/180); 
pitch = pitch*(pi/l 80); 
yaw = yaw*(pi/180); 
% Compute raw power spectrum from displacement data 
[R,freq_r] = RawSpectrum(roll,n,0.1); 
[P,freq_p] = RawSpectrum(pitch,n,0.1); 




function [t,dx,Px,fx,dy,Py,fy,dz,Pz,fz]=AnalyzeDataWR(fname, rate, n) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Title: Analyze Wave Rider Data 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 




% Function Inputs: 
% fname = Name of the time series wave rider data file. 
% The file name should be in string format. 
% Typically the file name is in the form 
% "filename.dat". 
% 
% rate = Sampling rate of the data 
% 
% n = Number of points in FFT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[t,xac,yac,zac] = WaveRiderData(fname); 
%+ + 
% Remove linear trend and mean of data, Filter, and convert g's to 
% displacement data 
[dx, vx] = Accel2Dsp(xac, rate, 0, 0); 
[dy, vy] = Accel2Dsp(yac, rate, 0, 0); 
[dz, vz] = Accel2Dsp(zac, rate, 0, 0); 
% Compute raw power spectrum from displacement data 
[Px, fx] = RawSpectrum(dx,n,0.2); 
[Py, fy] = RawSpectrum(dy,n,0.2); 




function [MP_date, MP_time,t,xacc,xrate,yacc,yrate,zacc,zrate) = MotionPackData(fname) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thesis Code: Motion Pack Function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Code Adapted from: James D. Irish 
% Last Updated: May 18,2008 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%fbf 
% The purpose of this function is to read in a data file from the UNH Open 
% Ocean Aquaculture motion package and return appropriate acceleration and 
% rotation data. The function is in the form: 
% 




% fhame = the file name in string format. Typically 
% the file name is in the form "filename.00". 
% Outputs: 
% t = Time (x-axis time base) in seconds 
% xacc = Acceleration in the x-direction 
% xrate = Rotation rate in the x-direction 
% yacc = Acceleration in the y-direction 
% yrate = Rotation rate in the y-direction 
% zacc = Acceleration in the z-direction 
% zrate = Rotation rate in the z-direction 
% 
% The motion package data is organized as such on the file: 
% 
% 112 bytes of header: 
% 
% 48 bytes of title 
% 9 bytes of date 
% 9 bytes of time 
% 7 bytes of battery voltage 
% 38 bytes of free space filled with zeros 
% 
1 byte of fixed end "1A" hex 
12 A/D channels sampled at 10 hz: 
1. Motion Pack Acceleration - z axis 
2. Motion Pack Acceleration - y axis 
3. Motion Pack Acceleration - x axis 
4. Motion PAck Rotation - z axis 
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% 5. Motion Pack Rotation - y axis 
% 6. Motion Pack Rotation - x axis 
% 7. Optical Backscattering Sensor 
% 8. Load Cell #8 
% 9. Load Cell #9 
% 10. Battery #1 
% 11. Battery #2 
% 12. Scanning Sonar Signal 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
file_id = fopen(fname,'r'); % Opens file for reading 
filejieader = fread(file_id,l 12)'; % Reads the first 112 bytes of the file 




% Title of the data file 
% Date of the data file 
% Time of the data file 
battery_voltage=file_header(67:73) % Battery voltage at time of logging 
filler = file_header(74:l 11); 
final = file_header(112); 
% Free space in header data 
% Final byte 
channels = 12; 
points = 2730; 
blocks = 4; 
% Four blocks of data at 2730 points per block on each of 12 channels 
np = blocks*points; 
% Reads file for data (Unsigned integer; 8 bits) and returns the information read 
% from the file in file_data, and the number of elements successfully read 
% in count. 
[file_data, count] = fread(file_id, 2*channels*np, 'uint8'); 
fclose(fi!e_id); % Closes file 
rdat=[256*file_data(l:2:length(file_data)) + file_data(2:2:Iength(file_data))]; 
for i=l :length(rdat) 
if rdat(i) > 32768, rdat(i)=rdat(i)-65536 ; end 
end 
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% Digitizer is set to plus and minus 10 volts, or 20 volts over 12 bits... 
% therefore, volts output is 0.00488 volts/bit * counts. The reshape command 
% returns the channel-by-np matrix whose elements are taken column-wise from 
% rdat. 
ndat = 0.00488 .* reshape(rdat, channels, np); 
%+-• 
% Calculates x-axis time base 
[n,tim]=size(ndat); 
if n~=channels, disp('error in size'), end 
t = 0:(tim-l); 
t = t./10; 
!,+ 
% convert accelerations to g's 
% factory calibration is 3.742 volts/g in z axis with 0.00083 g bias 
zacc = ndat(l,:)./3.742 - 0.00083; 
% factory calibration is 7.458 volts/g in y zxis with -0.00176 g bias 
yacc = ndat(2,:)./7.485 + 0.00176; 
% factory calibration is 7.504 volts/g in x axis with 0.00033 g bias 
xacc = ndat(3,:)./7.504 - 0.00033; 
%+ + 
% convert rates to deg/sec 
% factory calibration is 0.050304 volts per deg/sec rate with 0.06 deg/s bias 
% lab tests show offset of 0.1523 deg/s 
zrate = ndat(4,:)./0.050304-0.06-0.1523; 
% factory calibration is 0.049933 volts per deg/sec rate with 0.14 deg/s bias 
% lab tests show offset of 0.1508 deg/s 
yrate = ndat(5,;)./0.049933-0.14-0.1508; 
% factory calibration is 0.050101 volts per deg/sec rate with 0.06 deg/s bias 
% lab tests show offset of 0.1348 deg/s 
xrate = ndat(6,:)./0.050101-0.06-0.1348; 
%+ + 
% Load cell data: 
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load_cell_l = ndat(7,:); 
load_cell_2 = ndat(8,:); 
% Optical bakscattering sensor data: 
opt_bk_scatter = ndat(9,:); 
% 
% battery or bus voltage after diodes 
bus_voltage = 1.565 .* ndat(10,:); 




MP_date = [datl.'-'.daE.'^O'.datS]; 
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FUNCTION: WaveRiderData.m 
function [t,xac,yac,zac] = WaveRiderData(fname) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thesis Code: Wave Rider Function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Code Adapted from: James D. Irish 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The purpose of this function is to read in a data file from the UNH Open 
% Ocean Aquaculture wave rider buoy and return appropriate acceleration and 
% rotation data. The function is in the form: 
% 
% [t,xac,yac,zac, battery] = WaveRiderData(fname) 
% 
% Inputs: 
% fname = the file name in string format. Typically 
% the file name is in the form "filename.OO". 
% Outputs: 
% t = Time (x-axis time base) in minutes 
% xac = Acceleration in the x-direction 
% yac = Acceleration in the y-direction 
% zac = Acceleration in the z-direction 
% 
% The motion package data is organized as such on the file: 
% 
% 46 bytes of header 
% 12,000 samples of 2 bytes each of 4 channels 
% 1. Z-direction acceleration 
% 2. Y-direction acceleration 




fid = fopen(fname,'r'); % Opens the file for reading 
% Reads in the first 36000 bytes of data (Unsigned integer; 8 bits) 
[dat,count] = fread(fid,36000,'uint8'); 
% Reads in the z-directional data 
zv=2.5.*[256*dat(l :6:36000) + dat(2:6:36000)]./32768; 
% Reads in the x-directional data 
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xv=2.5.*[256*dat(3:6:36000) + dat(4:6:36000)] 732768; 
% Reads in the y-directional data 
yv=2.5.*[256*dat(5:6:36000) + dat(6:6:36000)] 732768; 
fclose(fid); % Closes file 
%+ + 
%Converts data into acceleration data 
xac=2.0726*(xv-l .2332); 
yac = 2.*(yv-1.25); 
zac = 2.*(zv-1.25); 
%+ + 
%+ + 




% + + 
% + + 









function [PXX, freq] = RawSpectrum(x,m,dt) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thesis Code: Raw Spectrum 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Author: James D. Irish 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% SPECR AW performs FFT analysis of the series X using the IRISH method 
% of power spectrum estimation. The X sequence of N points is divided 
% into K sections of m points each where m must be a power of two, and 
% the transforms are log smoothed over sections 'ave' wide in log space. 
% Successive sections are demeaned, detrended, FFTd and accumulated. 
% SPECTRUM returns a tripple array of freq, Pxx, navg. 
% freq is the frequency of the estimate in the same units as dt, 
% i.e. if dt is in sec, then freq is in cycles/sec 
% Pxx is the power density spectrum of x 
% The units on the power density spectrum Pxx is such that the SUM(Pxx) 
% times delta f is the variance, or amplitude squared per frequency. 
% 
% Constructed from Matlab - Feburary 11,1991 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
x = x(:); % Make sure x is a column vector 
n = max(size(x)); % Number of data points 
k = fix((n)/(m)); % Number of blocks 
index = 1 :m; % Set up index for pieces 
freq = (index-l)/m/dt; % Set up array of frequencies 
Pxx = zeros(m,l); % Zero out array to accumulate spectra 
for i=l :k 
xw = detrend(x(index)); % Detrend each block 
% xw=x(index); 
index = index + m; 
Xx = abs(fft(xw)).A2; % Calculate RA2 + IA2 Xform 
Pxx = Pxx + Xx; % Accumulate Spectra 
end 
% Select first half and drop 1 st point (mean value) 
% Normalize spectra to spectral density 
% MATLAB fft returns values of mA2 AA2 /4 
% so dividing by 2/(m*m) gets to 1/2 AA2 
% multiply by m dt (really dividing by df) 
% gets into units of spectral density 
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norm = 2*dt/k/m; % Normalization 
% Drop mean (frequency = 0) and go only to the Nyquist frequency 
PXX = Pxx(2:(m/2+l))*norm; 
freq = freq(2:(m/2+l))'; 
% Create output as two dimensional array of frequencies and spectral densities 
spectrum=[freq PXX]; 
% %plot output 
% figure 
% loglog(spectrum(:,l),spectrum(:,2)) 
% title('Raw Spectral Densities') 
% xlabel('Frequency') 




function [u, v] = Accel2Dsp(a, f, vO, uO) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thesis Code: Acceleraton (g's) to Displacement Function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Code Adapted from: James D. Irish and Jason Gobat 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The purpose of this function is to read in acceleration data and ouput 
% displacement and velocity data. The program was originally written by 
% Jason Gobat and altered by Jim Irish in January 2001 to look at UNH wave 
% data: The function is in the form: 
% 
% function [u, v] = accel2dsp(a, f, vO, uO) 
% 
% Inputs: 
% a = acceleration time series input (in g's) 
% f = sample frequency (usually 10 Hz for waverider and motion 
% package) 
% vO = integration constant in velocity, usually zero 
% uO = integration constant in displacement, usually zero 
% 
% Outputs: 
% u = displacement 
% v = velocity 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Convert from g's to m/s2 
a=9.8.*a; 
%+ + 




a = detrend(a); 
%+ ~+ 
% + — + 
% Creates high pass filter 
dt=1.0/f; 
[bf,af] = butt#r(4,0.033333/(f/2),'high'); 
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%[bf,af] = butter(4,0.05/(f/2),'high'); 
n = length(a); 
v = zeros(n,l); 
u = zeros(n,l); 
%+ + 
%+ + 
% Starting velocity = vO 
v(l) = vO; 
%+ + 
%+ + 
% Trapizoidal integration of acceleration to velocity 
for i = 2:n 




% Detrend and filter to remove low frequencies 
% v = filtfilt(bf,af,detrend(v)); 




% Starting position - uO 
u(l) = uO; 
%+ + 
%+- + 
% Trapizoidal integration of velocity to position 
for i = 2:n 
u(i) = dt*(v(i) + v(i-l))/2 + u(i-l); 
end 
%+ + 
%+ - + 
% Apply Butterworth filter again 
% u = filtfilt(bf,af,detrend(u)); 
u = filtfilt(bf,af,u); 
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FUNCTION: Rot2Deg.m 
function [deg] = Rot2Deg(rot, f, aO) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thesis Code: Rotation to Degrees Function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Jonathan Horton 
% Code Adapted from: James D. Irish and Jason Gobat 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The purpose of this function is to read in rotation data and ouput 
% degree data. 
% 
% Inputs: 
% rot = Rotation data 
% f = sample frequency (usually 5 Hz for waverider and 10 Hz motion 
% package) 
% aO = Starting angle, usually zero 
% 
% Outputs: 




% Remove mean and trend from data 
ma = mean(rot); 
rot = rot-ma; 
clear ma 
a = detrend(rot); 
%+
 + 
% + -- + 
dt = 1.0/f; 
[bf.afj = butter(4,0.033333/(f/2),'high'); 
%[bf,afj = butter(4,0.05/(f/2)>'high,); 
n = length(a); 
deg = zeros(n,l); 
%+— - - + 
%+ + 
% Starting angle = aO 




% Trapizoidal integration of acceleration to velocity 
for i = 2:n 





% Trapizoidal integration of velocity to position 
for i = 2:n 




% detrend and filter to remove low frequencies 
% v = filtfilt(bf,af,detrend(v)); 
deg = filtfilt(bf,af,deg); 
%+ + 
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